Book Arts Classes and More!
SCULPTURAL SQUARE BOOK

COPTIC STITCH JOURNAL

Make an impressive hardcover,
origami-style book with folded
triangular and square panels.
Learn how to cover boards and
to turn in the corners like a
pro. Use as a special gift or
keepsake.

Sew a hardcover multisignature book, using a
curved needle. The exposed
binding on the spine is both
decorative and functional.
Great as a writing or sketch
book. Some basic sewing
experience is helpful.

UPCYCLED BOOKS:
WIRE-BOUND AND SEWN

FLAG BOOK STRUCTURE
Assemble a stunning hardcover
book with fluttering flags made
from coin envelopes. Choose
from a wide selection of papers
for covers and endpapers.
Option to add ribbon ties.

CUSTOM RUBBER STAMPS,
CARDS, AND A
SEWN PAMPHLET
Design and carve your own
rubber stamps, using linoleum
cutting tools. No previous
experience required. Print a set of
cards, and learn how to sew a
pamphlet. Materials include cards/
envelopes, rubber slab, and
carving tools to take home.

Using everyday objects such as
game boards and cereal/candy
boxes, we will make eye-catching,
functional pieces. Construct two
sewn booklets and one wirebound notebook. Fun!

DUCT TAPE WALLETS
Create a unique wallet with stacked compartments to
hold your ID/credit cards. Custom paint the inside pockets.
Choose from duct tapes which include tie-dye, metallic,
stripes, penguins, and zebra pattern!

BEESWAX COLLAGE

NEEDLE-FELTED ORNAMENTS

Create a beautiful art piece on canvas, using paper, sewing
patterns, napkins and clip art. Learn how to create beeswax
collage and easily make more on your own. All materials
provided. You are welcome to bring your own small drawings
or paper scraps too.

Make your own ornaments or decorative items in a dry
needle-felted workshop. We’ll explore basic techniques
to create one-of-a-kind pieces: flowers, stars hearts, and
more. All materials provided.

Each session: 3 hours. All levels welcome.
Email Elaine Chu: egc@egchu.com or call 510 526 0865
for more details and schedule.
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